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Nov Chaboo, Megan Biesele, Robert K. Abstract The use of archery to hunt appears relatively late in human
history. It is poorly understood but the application of poisons to arrows to increase lethality must have
occurred shortly after developing bow hunting methods; these early multi-stage transitions represent cognitive
shifts in human evolution. Beetles are used for arrow poison by at least eight San groups and one non-San
group. Alticini collected from soil around the host plants Commiphora africana A. Larvae and adults live
above-ground on the plants and eat leaves, but the San collect the underground cocoons to extract the mature
larvae. Larval hemolymph is mixed with saliva and applied to arrows. Hai om hunters boil the milky plant sap
of Adenium bohemianum Schinz Apocynaceae to reduce it to a thick paste that is applied to their arrows. The
socio-cultural, historical, and ecological contexts of the various San groups may determine differences in the
sources and preparation of poisons, bow and arrow technology, hunting behaviors, poison potency, and
perhaps antidotes. Hunting, indigenous knowledge, ethno-entomology, Bushmen, arrows Introduction Archery
appears relatively late in human history and is thought to represent a cognitive shift in human behavior, social
organization, and tool-making in the Middle and Late Stone Age Sisk and Shea ; Lombard and Phillipson ;
Wadley , Hunting requires great knowledge in observation, intelligence, planning, and skills; hunting
technologies also require intensive attention to the environment, materials, learning, and skills Lombard
Though inadequately studied and poorly understood, the use of poisons on arrows to increase lethality must
have occurred shortly after early humans developed bow hunting methods. Today, archery persists in a few
indigenous communities around the world, e. Although archery was likely very important to the biological and
cultural evolution of humans Shea ; Backwell et al. This paper concerns the arrow poisons used by the
Southern African San. Ancient African rock paintings provide evidence of the use of arrows for hunting and
conflict Vinnicombe Poison arrows are discussed in ancient mythologies e. Theophrastus documented use of
poison arrows in Africa in the 4th century Sharples, Huby, and Fortenbaugh
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She was particularly close to her oldest brother Sam. Her mother taught her to read the Bible and Calvinist
catechisms , and when not occupied with household chores Mary roamed among the birds and flowers in the
garden. When the tide was out I spent hours on the sands, looking at the star-fish and sea-urchins, or watching
the children digging for sand-eels, cockles, and the spouting razor-fish. I made collections of shells, such as
were cast ashore, some so small that they appeared like white specks in patches of black sand. There was a
small pier on the sands for shipping limestone brought from the coal mines inland. I was astonished to see the
surface of these bocks of stone covered with beautiful impressions of what seemed to be leaves; how they got
there I could not imagine, but I picked up the broken bits, and even large pieces, and brought them to my
repository. In later life she recollected "These occupied a great part of my time; besides, I had to shew my
sampler, working the alphabet from A to Z, as well as the ten numbers, on canvas". As a consequence Mary
was sent to the village school to learn plain needlework. The youngster "was annoyed that my turn for reading
was so much disapproved of, and thought it unjust that women should have been given a desire for knowledge
if it were wrong to acquire it. He taught her how to use the two small globes in the house. In her Personal
Recollections Mary notes that in the village school the boys learned Latin, "but it was thought sufficient for
the girls to be able to read the Bible; very few even learnt writing. Dr Somerville assured her that in ancient
times many women had been very elegant scholars, and proceeded to teach her Latin by reading Virgil with
her. From my earliest years my mind revolved against oppression and tyranny, and I resented the injustice of
the world in denying all those privileges of education to my sex which were so lavishly bestowed on men. She
spent the summer learning to play the piano and learning Greek so that she could read Xenophon and
Herodotus. Somerville spotted the opportunity, as she thought the book would help her understand
Navigations by John Robertson. Mr Craw was a Greek and Latin scholar, and Somerville asked him to
purchase elementary books on algebra and geometry for her. Somerville was impressed with their daughter
Elizabeth Oswald , a bold horsewoman who became a Greek and Latin scholar. The family had hoped that he
would make a sufficient fortune in a few years to enable him to come home again. He was commissioner of
the Russian navy and Russian consul for Britain. Indeed, Greig "possessed in full the prejudice against learned
women which was common at that time. Somerville considered the simple pendulum and the workings of the
solar system more generally. Back in Scotland she resumed her mathematical studies. John Playfair , professor
of natural philosophy at University of Edinburgh , encouraged her studies, and through him she began a
correspondence with William Wallace , with whom she discussed mathematical problems. In her opinion this
deadlock was only broken when in Charles Babbage , John Herschel and George Peacock published a
translation from French of the lectures of Lacroix, which was then the state-of-the-art calculus textbook. As
well as scientists, she was well-known to leading writers and artists, for example J. She wrote "I shall never
forget the charm of this little society, especially the supper-parties at Abbotsford, when Scott was in the
highest glee, telling amusing tales, ancient legends, ghost and witch stories. In her husband was appointed
physician to Chelsea Hospital and the family moved to Hanover Square into a government house in Chelsea.
With Somerville, Ada attended the scientific gatherings where she met Charles Babbage. Among their travel
companions was the jurist and politician Sir James Mackintosh. Before leaving London the Somervilles made
contact with people they wanted to meet, and on their European tours they paid visits to numerous celebrated
intellectuals. Cover page of On the Connexion of the Physical Sciences Somerville conducted experiments to
explore the relationship between light and magnetism and she published her first paper, "The magnetic
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properties of the violet rays of the solar spectrum", in the Proceedings of the Royal Society in Somerville
produced not a translation, but an expanded version of the first two volumes. It was published in , under the
title of The Mechanism of the Heavens. It made her at once famous. Mechanism was set as textbook for
undergraduates at University of Cambridge until the s. Reviews were favourable and Somerville received
letters of congratulation from "many men of science". In [astronomy] we perceive the operation of a force
which is mixed up with everything that exists in the heavens or on earth; which pervades every atom, rules the
motions of animate and inanimate beings, and is as sensible in the descent of a rain-drop as in the falls of
Niagara; in the weight of the air, as in the periods of the moon. Her subsequent books reflect the time she
could free in her domestic life as her children became more independent. But also the need to earn money, as
the Somervilles had a number of financial crisis that peaked in As a middle-class woman she publicly and
plausibly maintained that she wrote only for pleasure. Privately she paid considerable attention to the
profitability of her books. In On the Connexion of the Physical Sciences Somerville brought together the latest
scientific advances in astronomy , physics , chemistry , botany , and geology. In the preface to Connexion
Somerville lamented that "The progress of modern science, especially within the last five years, has been
remarkable for a tendency to simplify the laws of nature, and to unite detached branches by general
principles". As such the connections did not have to be established by science, they had only to be discovered
and traced. Her book Physical Geography was published in and was the first English textbook on the subject.
It remained in use as textbook until the early 20th century. Subsequently, the book focuses on terrestrial
topics, such as the most basic features of land and water, and formations such as mountains, volcanoes,
oceans, rivers and lakes. Somerville goes on to discuss the elements that govern temperature, such as light,
electricity, storms, the aurora and magnetism. Eventually the book turns to vegetation, birds and mammals,
and their geographical distribution on the planet in the Arctic, Europe, Asia, Africa, America and the
Antarctic. Somerville ends the book with a discussion of "the distribution, condition, and future prospects of
the human race". In line with Victorian thinking, Somerville asserts the superiority of human beings, but
maintains the interdependencies and interconnectedness of creation. After receiving a copy of the book he
wrote to Somerville: This is an illustration of an Haliomma Echinaster, a marine phosphorescence. Her fourth
book Molecular and Microscopic Science was published in and had taken her 10 years to write. But she started
to have doubts about her choice to devote herself to popularising science, instead of concentrating on
mathematics alone. If I had devoted myself exclusively to that study, I might probably have written something
useful, as a new era had begun in that science. It gave an up-to-date description of the latest discoveries
revealed through the microscope and was published in two volumes and three parts. In the first part Somerville
explained the latest thinking on atoms and molecules , the second part covered plant life and the third part
explored animal life. The book included illustrations, which caused her publisher great expense. Somerville
maintained correspondence with a large number of leading scientists and remained engaged in current debates
on facts and theories. She detailed the obstacles she had faced in obtaining an education as a young girl,
though she did not speculate on the nature of the problem. In the astronomer Maria Mitchell was told by a
college president that he "would hire a woman scientist if she was as good as Mary Somerville". Statue of
Mary Somerville is in the background. Somerville died at Naples on 29 November , and was buried there in
the English Cemetery. Also included is substantial correspondence with the Byron and Lovelace families.
Somerville Square in Burntisland is named after her family and marks the site of their home. The Somerville
Club was founded in in London, by it was re-established as the New Somerville Club and had disappeared by
Bowell at Lowell Observatory Flagstaff, Arizona, and named for her. Somerville Crater Somerville crater is a
small lunar crater in the eastern part of the Moon. It lies to the east of the prominent crater Langrenus, and was
designated Langrenus J before being given her name by the International Astronomical Union. It is one of a
handful of lunar craters named after a woman. The banknotes, bearing her image, were issued in the second
half of Woronzow married Agnes Graham but all their children died in childbirth or infancy. From her second
marriage: Margaret Farquhar Somerville died in her childhood; Thomas Somerville died in infancy; Martha
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Charters Somerville ; and Mary Charlotte Somerville Her two surviving daughters spent most of their lives
caring for Mary.
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Life and career â€” My mom was also adamant about a gender-free household: Early music projects and film
Love began several music projects in the s, first forming Sugar Babylon later Sugar Babydoll [b] in Portland
with her friends Ursula Wehr and Robin Barbur. I got rid of all my earthly possessions. I had my bad little
strip clothes and some big sweaters, and I moved into a trailer with a bunch of other strippers. With Courtney,
there was no attitude. Problems playing this file? The album featured a new lineup with bassist Kristen Pfaff
and drummer Patty Schemel. Love steered her band through a set which dared you to pity either her recent
history or that of the band The music was great, but the raving was vulgar and offensive, and prompted some
of the audience to shout back at her. Acting and mainstream success I went for that part so hard because I felt
a need for atonement for some cultural damage that had arisen out of me and things that I had done. By doing
that role, I felt that, personally and creatively, I could exemplify why this was the most un-glorious,
unglamorous, fucked-up thing. I could fuck off and do something else. Larry Flynt co-star Edward Norton ,
with whom she remained until Celebrity Skin was well received by critics; Rolling Stone called it "accessible,
fiery and intimateâ€”often at the same time And something that could also be your first band guitar. I wanted
it real simple, with just one pickup switch. Gibson award for Best Female Rock Guitarist. The group became
dormant in the following two years. I wanna make a record. It was the shit. Love signed with Virgin Records
in July , [] and began recording the album in France shortly after. But, honestly, is there anybody out there
who fucks up better? It has no cohesive thread. I just hate it," she commented in The manga was illustrated by
Misaho Kujiradou and Ai Yazawa , and was released in three volumes in both the United States and Japan
between and Love had written several songs, including an anti-cocaine song titled "Loser Dust", during her
time in rehab in It was like my fingers were frozen. I never thought I would work again. Incomplete audio
clips of the song " Samantha ", originating from an interview with NPR , were distributed on the internet in
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The Imposing Memorial exercises at Mt. Olivet Witnessed by 10, People. A fairer day for so holy a purpose
never dawned. The sun shone out with resplendence, only darkened now and then with an occasional cloud
whose shadow seemed to suggest a day of mourning for the valiant men whose ashes repose under the clods of
earth. It was a day for hallowed thoughts, of golden memories, and will long remain deep fixed in the hearts of
all who attended. Early in the afternoon throngs of people were winding their way to the depot while carriages
were rattling over the stony streets out from the city and buggies, wagons and vehicles of every kind were
pouring in a continuous stream along every highway leading to Mount Olivet, every available conveyance
being called into use to carry the fair and the gallant ones to assist in the memorial services of the day and do
honor to the noble martyrs of the Lost Cause. From all sources, an assemblage of between eight and ten
thousand people gathered, nearly all having large contributions of flowers which were placed on every grave
in the grounds in great profusion. A great number of family vaults and monuments were decorated in the most
becoming manner. Many distinguished Federal soldiers were present as well as many who served as privates
in the federal army, their families in most cases, being also present. Among the more prominent men present
were Governor James D. General Pennypacker, with his usual gallantry, tendered the services of the Post Band
which made one of the main features of the occasion, as will be seen by referring to the programme. General
Pennypacker is one of the brave soldiers that knows no ill feeling to the South nor her sleeping braves. His
generous conduct and the kindness of the band did more to make the decoration a mingling of the blue and
gray than any other occurrence. The band played the Dead March, from Mendelsohn, after which the choirs
and Sunday school children present gathered around the organ and sang, "Let us pass over the river. The
chorus is as follows: We will pass over the river and rest under the shade, Rest under the shade, Rest under the
shade of the trees. DeWitt then offered a suitable prayer, after which the assemblage sang "Loved ones gone
before. When the song was finished, Dr. Kelly made the following address, the sentiments of which were most
heartily concurred in by every one present. Not because we have ceased to mourn over our dead comrades
who sleep here; not that we rejoice to bury out of mind the cause in support of which they fell, the victims of a
pure and heroic patriotism. In our heart of hearts we shrine their memory and their fame shall be as precious to
us as is the virtue of our wives or our hopes for our children. We know that their patriotism was pure, their
self-sacrifice sublime; their devotion to what they believed truth and honor, as unsullied as is to be found on
any historic page where the pen of immortality chronicles the names of the hero martyrs of liberty and truth.
We hail this, the commemoration day of , as auspicious above the days on which we have heretofore kept this
sad festival because in the many years which part us from the day of their sacrifice, each sad face and falling
tear and deftly woven wreath hath said and echoed back, each to the other, the saddest of all refrains: I say not
even in those hours did I ever lose faith in the destiny of the South or the unity of the Nation. To me, the war,
its causes and its results, have ever been an episode, both painful and necessary, in the unfolding drama of our
national existence. I have never swerved in a belief of the necessary oneness of these Unites States. Yet, I saw
a cause of agitation between them, foreign either to geographical position or diversity of interest or
disposition. Statesmanship and patriotism struggled with the question in vain; the Constitution did not produce
an authoritative argument; war became inevitable and I accept it as the only arbitration. I was utterly
powerless to surmise what that arbitration would be but when it came I believed that both God and progress
were in it and have been waiting with patience for the time when a memorial day such as this, would allow us
to say that these, our comrades, died not in vain. They were necessary factors in working out one of the most
momentous problems of social life and national existence. Already has this war and its ensuing years corrected
much that was a mistake in our mutual estimates of each other. Already has it removed a barrier from the plow
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of influence, from the one to the other, which, standing where it did, as we see clearly enough now, was so
separating us in social life that there would have been no healthful reactionary and neutralizing power
interpenetrating from one to the other. The distance between the people, North and South, gave opportunity for
misunderstanding and yet this very stretch, North and South, gave the elements of character which the latest
and profoundest studies of sociology indicate as necessary to be brought together in order to the highest
National life. The North, on the page of history, gives birth to a people strong in energy, tending to compact
and powerful National consolidation, liable, as a consequence to be driven on by irresistible currents of
fanaticism. The two, combined in one nation, make up the grandest of National compounds if here is no
barrier to prevent the influence from one to the other. There was an insurmountable barrier while the Northern
man looked upon his southern neighbor as not the architect of his own fortune; but the effeminate recipient of
the labors of others, and while his Southern neighbor in turn, looked upon the material activity of the North as
an antidote to all high and noble manhood, a check to chivalry and the mother of narrow views of life and
degrading love of mere gain. At another place and time, I might attempt to show the philosophy of the process
by which the last war has cut away and the rising floods of the present are now floating out of the current of
our National life this barrier. Then and now, we only point to the well known fact that at the close of the recent
war, the soldiers knew each other better and respected each other more than any other class of citizens on
either side. That Sunday morning at Fort Donelson, when the Southern soldiers strived against an
over-numbering power and were inferior both in number and size of guns to the Union forces, after a long
struggle, when the first duel of artillery ever fought on Western soil ended in the first artillery victory for the
Confederate forces, then the brave men who contended there, were ready to forever abandon the charge of
effeminacy with which they had taunted the Southern men, and the South was unwilling ever again to doubt
the courage of the North. At the close of the war, when the Southern forces were out of food, their clothes in
tatters and their blankets worn out; when, in their bare feet, they still kept on the road, tearing their ragged
pants away above the knees that the deep mud might not hinder them, the brave enemy never taunted them
with effeminacy nor cowardice. The first check which came to the era of good feeling at the close of the war,
came from those who had heard the whirr of a few bullets and the explosion of few shells. Now again light
streaks the horizon - a little more of such patient endurance as the soldier Gordon counseled to down trodden
Louisianans; a little more of the prompt and soldierly energy with which John C. Brown followed up the
Trenton murderers; a few more Southern tours upon the part of Congressional statesmen and committees, and
speeches from other soldiers, such as Barrett and the heroic death of these men, our comrades, shall be seen to
bear rich fruit in a National life more glorious than the old past. The time is not far distant when the students
of Harvard and Yale will be found to select as a theme for quiet school boy debate the question: Long years
before the war, when I stood upon a far distant shore and saw the stars and stripes of America hoisted to the
masthead on the 4th of July to the booming salutes from the men-of-war of all nations, my heart thrilled with
the proudest emotions for the flag of my country. Though I am not so young now as I was then, I yet hope to
live to see the time when all over this broad land there shall be enthroned in every heart precious memories of
brave comrades and that the hearts of all shall again thrill at the sight of the National flag spread over a
country where none are oppressed and all are moving forward harmoniously to the grandest triumph of
nations. But as I am getting to a point where it will be difficult to stop, I will close somewhat abruptly. We
think the ladies for their attention and for their attendance and for their interest. They who stood so faithfully
by the side of Southern chivalry in its greatest reverses, have been the best sympathizers in its defeat. Your
beautiful flowers are a fitting tribute and an appropriate emblem of your new and overflowing grief. A marble
shaft should carry the fame of these men down the ages, the most polished of Italian shafts, for these were
patriots of the first water. Or else the most enduring of Tennessee granite, for they were the sons of the
volunteers and they are undrafted heroes of many a hard fought field. The "Sweet bye-and-bye," an old but
favorite song, was then sung by the assembly in the best possible manner. A circle was formed around the
mound, a beautiful and affecting andante played and after thus honored the sleeping Confederates, they
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marched away. The exercises were terminated with a benediction by Rev. DeWitt, though many remained in
the cemetery until very late, only leaving at the last moment the spot so full of sad, though sweet reflections.
The committee in charge attempted to make this occasion one in which all could mingle alike and nobly was
their attempt pushed to perfect success. Let this be the bright harbinger of better days and kindlier feelings and
we may all be glad for the Memorial Day of Many donations of flowers were made by those prominent in the
Federal army, among them being handsome contributions from Colonel Jones and from Captain Stacy. Every
officer from Ash Barracks was present except such as were compelled to remain in charge of the post. The
graves of several private individuals were handsomely decorated and those of the few noted Confederates,
whose remains repose in this cemetery, were profusely covered with floral offering. The iron frame that is
erected on the grave was covered with evergreens and on each side was his name inscribed with white flowers.
A rustic basket, containing flowers, was at the foot and from the top of the frame, flowers were suspended. A
honeysuckle overhung the whole. A monument from his comrades and admirers erected over his grave, would
be a deserved tribute to the memory of so brave a General. On the monument to General Ewell and wife,
several bouquets, wreaths and an abundance of flowers had been placed and many a friend to the gallant
General removed his hat as he stood silently reading the few short lines inscribed on the stone. Some ardent
admirer of General Zollicoffer had laid a large and beautiful cross, formed of flowers, on his grave. On the top
of the plain tombstone was an artistic wreath while from the low mound of earth a rose bush in full bloom
reared itself and cast a fragrant shade over the grave of General Zollicoffer. Several bouquets were laid on the
grave of Captain Henry Fogg, showing that he is still remembered by our citizens. Other graves beside those
above mentioned, were decorated and to the lady committee much praise is due for the artistic manner in
which everything was done.
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